
 

03629 Under Vehicle Support Stand (680kg) 

The Under Vehicle Support stand is designed to help  support vehicle components during removal or installation. 

NOTE: BEFORE USING THIS STAND, PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL, UNDERSTAND ITS OPERATIING      

PROCEDURES, SAFETY WARNINGS AND MAINTENANCE OF THE STAND. 

Carefully  inspect all components for shipping damage. If shipping damage is found, notify the carrier at once. The 

carrier is responsible for any resulting damage during shipping.  

1. SAFETY 

To avoid personal injury or property damage, please follow all safety precautions.   

We will not be responsible for injury or damage resulting from unsafe and incorrect product use, or      

system operation, or lack of maintenance. 

WARNING: 

 Read, understand, and follow all instructions before operating 

the stand 

 Use only on areas of the vehicle as specified by the vehicle  

manufacturer. 

 Inspect the stand before each use. Do not use the stand if   

damaged, modified or with missing or loose components. 

 Never hold more than the rated capacity of the stand - 680kg. 

 Do not move or dolly move the vehicle while using the stand. 

 Place the load centrally on the on the saddle. 

 Always use eye protection. 

 Use the stand on a hard, level surface. Do not attempt to support 

a vehicle with this stand. It is designed to help support vehicle 

components only. 

2. OPERATION: 

1. Attach post support to base. 

2. Insert post into post support, aligning holes.  

 Secure with clevis pin, two washers and cotter pin. 

3. Attach pedal to post support, and secure with clevis pin, washers and cotter pin. 

 

Raising the load. 

Turn adjusting handle clockwise until saddle meets load. Continue turning handle to raise load to required height. 

Lowering the load. 

Turn the adjusting handle anti-clockwise. 

 

3.MAINTENANCE 

Periodically inspect the stand. Ensure all parts move freely. Store stands in an upright position and in a clean, dry 

area. 
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